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An Cbristian Pauc erinnert eine Straße in Nantes.

Für seine wissenschaftlichen Leistungen wurde
Pauc in seinem Heimatland 1959 durch die Verleihung des Prix Carriere der Academie des Seiences
geehrt. Die weltweite Anerkennung Paucs fand ihren
Ausdruck in Einladungen zu Vorträgen bei internationalen Tagungen in vielen Ländern - darunter zu
einem halbstündigen Vortrag (stated address) beim
ICM 1954 in Amsterdam - und zu Gastaufenthalten
an amerikanischen Universitäten. Seine Untersuchungen mit dem Amerikaner Charles Hayes zum The-

ma Derivation and Martingales ihres gemeinsam verfaßten Ergebnisberichtes (Ergebn. d. Math . 49, 1970 )
finden gerade in neuester Zeit besondere Beacht ung
(vgl. G. A. Edgar, L. Soucheston: Stopping Times
and Directed Processes, Encyclopedia of Math. and
its Appl. 47, Cambridge Univ. Press, 1992). Nach der
Gründung der Universität Nantes im Jahr 1962 wurde die bisherige E. N. S. M. in die neue Universität
eingegliedert und Pauc zum "Professeur a titre personne!" in der Naturwissenschaftlichen Fakultät der
neuen Universität ernannt. Später wurde ihm die Erhebung in die "classe exceptioneUe de son grade" zuteil.
Christian Pauc starb am 8. 1.1981 nach einem
langen, mit Demut, Geduld und Hingabe ertragenen
Leiden, welches sich bereits in Südafrika ankündigte: die Parkinsansehe Krankheit. Er ruht auf dem
Friedhof des Dorfes Saint-Leger-les-Vignes südlich
von Nantes neben seiner jüngsten Tochter. Die Annahme seines Leidens erklärt sich bei Pauc aus seiner
tiefen Religiosität. Sein Wahlspruch war: "Pour vivre
heureux, vivons caches."
Kontaktadresse:
Prof. Dr. H. Bauer
Mathematisches Institut
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Reminiscences of an Albertina Mat hematics student
von Rafael A rtzy
Das folgende Referat wurde von Rafael Artzy (Haifa) aus Anlaß des 450. Gründungsjahres der früheren deutschen Königsberger Universität (Albertina) in September 1994 in Kaliningrad gehalten. Über das dazu gehörende Mathematische Symposium haben wir schon in den DMV-Mitteilungen Heft 1/ 95 S. 66f berichtet.
I enrolled in the Albertina in April, 1930, after
graduating from the Hufen-Gymnasium in my native
city Königsberg. My subjects were Mathematics and
Physics. The Mathematics faculty at the Albertina
consisted of the geometerKurt Reidemeister and the
analyst Gabor Szegö as full professors, the analyst
Werner Rogosinski as associate professor, and the
algebraist Richard Brauer as lecturer. The faculty
members took turns in teaching the basic first-year
courses in Calculus and Analytic Geometry, and thus
I studied my Calculus under Reidemeister and my
Analytic Geometry under Brauer. Brauer was also
in charge of the Exercises in both subjects. In the
second year, the compulsory courses werde Differential Geometry (taught by Brauer) , Algebra (Brauer),
and Complex Functions (Szegö). There were also
elective courses, and I remernher then taking Number
Theory (Reidemeister) and Determinants (Szegö). In
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my second year, the Exercises of the first- year compulsory courses werde combined in a "Mathemat ical
Practicum". led by Brauer and selected assisting second and higher year student volunteers, one of whom
was myself. The main teachers in the Physics Department were Kaufmann, the discoverer of the mass
of the electron, in Experimental Physics, and Gans
in Theoretical Physics.
Until the final exams there were no compulsory
examinations except for those students who want ed
their tuition fees waived. In general, the administration of the studies was much less cumbersome than
it is today. There was only one office in the University, and the students had very little contact with it.
The number of Mathematics students was not small
at all, and I remernher that Brauer had to repeat his
9 o'clock Algebra dass at noon because the classroom
with a capacity of about 50 could not accommodat e
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all his students. All lectures in Mathematics took
place in the main University building on the Paradeplatz, where also the Mathematical Seminar with its
own library was located, whereas the Physics lectures
and laboratories were located in a separate Physics
building elsewhere (Tragheimer Kirchenstraße).
The textbooks that we mostly used werde
Courant for Calculus, Mangold for Analytic Geometry, Weber for Algebra. Brauer started his Analytic Geometry with Vector Algebra and achieved a
thorough program in Projective Geometry. This was
long before the Schreier-Sperner book became available. His Differential Geometry followed Blaschke's
approach rather closely. However his Algebra was
not very different from Weber's, and the infiuence
of Artin's group-theoretic approach was not yet being felt. Topology had not been developed yet in its
present form. Reidemeister attempted, not very successfully, in his Calculus lecture to introduce topological concepts, in particular when discussing the idea
of content.
In my third year I became more attached to Reidemeister. He was a very bad teacher for beginners,
in contrast to Brauer, a painstaking and wonderfully
dedicated instructor, and Szegö, one of the finest
teachers that I ever experienced. However, for advanced students, who did not need a well ordered
approach to the material and who rather reacted to
inspiration on a higher level, Reidemeister was quite
successful. When, in 1932, it became apparent that
the Nazis would eventually take over and that therefore my studies as a Jew would be endangered, Reidemeister called me and suggested that I start on a doctoral thesis right away. As a subject he proposed the
development of a web-theoretic method for achieving
results similar to those obtained by Ruth Moufang in
1931 and 1932 about Möbius nets and other nets in
the projective plane. At that time, Moufang was in
Königsberg as a visiting scientist, and Reidemeister
had just published his "Grundlagen der Geometrie"
in which he had laid the foundations of plane geometry by employing the 3-webs and 4-webs which had
been originally introduced by Blaschke into Differential Geometry. I began indeed work on this subject,
and then, shortly after the takeover of the Nazis in
January, 1933, Reidemeister was discharged.
A description of these years at the Albertine cannot be complete without going into the political situation ofthat time. Throughout the Weimarer Republic, Königsberg was a city with a socialist-communist
majority in the City Council. However, this did not
refiect itself in the structure of the student population
in the "Gymnasium" (high schools) or the University
because most workers' children never got beyond the
elementary schools. All non-Jewish high school students who were politically active belonged to right-
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ist organizations like the "Stahlhelm" who later on
merged with the Nazis. In the years just before
the Nazi takeover, the University students organized
riots, andin one ofthem, without special reason, they
attacked the rector of the University, a completely
apolitical geologist. Reidemeister was furious, and
in one of his classes he "proved", in his naive way,
that the behavior of the students had not been logical. The result was his dismissal right after Hitler
took over. I stayed on for another semester, during
which I was summoned to the rector's office to fill in a
form clarifying my "racial status". I proudly wrote a
large "Jew" across the form and was fortunate to be
able to leave Germany for Palestine (as I had always
planned to do) in August, 1933. I later completed
the doctoral thesis and submitted it at the Hebrew
University, Jerusalem, as Master's thesis. Much later
I expanded the subject still further and received with
it my doctorate.
With the discharge of Reidemeister, all three remaining teachers in the Mathematics Department
were Jews. This was, of course, unacceptable to the
Nazi authorities. Hence on otherwise quite harmless
physicist was made Department Chairman. Brauer
war discharged very soon; Szegö and Rogosinski had
been soldiers on the German side in World War I
(and Roginski even severely wounded), but thisdelayed their discharge only for a short time. All three
succeeded in staying alive and leaving Germany. Rogosinski had do wander around in the world before
finding a position. Szegö, already famous, also as
coauthor with Polya of "Aufgaben und Lehrsätze aus
der Analysis", found a position in Stanford. Brauer
at first had a very hard time in junior positions, but
eventually ended up at Harvard and even as president
of the American Mathematical Society. His work on
Group Representations is famous. Reidemeister was
reinstated in 1934 at Marburg, probably as result of
Blaschke's representations before the Nazi authorities. Later he joined the faculty of Göttingen. He
expanded his work in Combinatorial Topology which
he had begun already in Königsberg.
The physicist Kaufmann, in 1933 an old man, was
discharged right away and wept when he announced
this to his students. The theoretic physicist Gans,
whose Jewish ancestry was not clear, stayed on for
the time being. I don't know what happened to him
later on. I don't know what happened in the Albertina's Mathematics Department after 1933, other than
the fact that Emanuel Sperner joined it later as replacement for Reidemeister.
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